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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the evidence for a decay mode of the Da state, obtained 

using the Mark III detector at the e+e~ storage ring SPEAR. We report the 
observation of the decay Da+ -+ nir+ in two channels [n —• 77 and 17 —• ir+v~ w°). 
The product branching fraction is measured to be o(e+e~ —> D+D*~ + c.c.) x 
B(D+ -> I/JT+) = 80 ± 20 ± 25 pb and 74 ± 19 ± 25 pb for the 77 and n+r-ir" 
channels, respectively. These values are approximately twice the rate of D, —• </nr. 
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We report the observation of the decay D, —> rjjr, both in the decay r\ —> ir +jr -7r° and 
in the decay »j —» 77. The data sample represents an integrated luminosity of (6.30 ± 0.46) 
p b _ 1 at y/s = 4.14 GeV, collected with the Mark III detector at SPEAR. The dominant 
D, production process at this energy has been found to be:1) e + e~ —» Djy, •+ e.e. . For 
this reason, in D, analysis, the recoil mass is constrained to be at 2.109 GeV/c 2, the mass 
of the D,':1! 

D* —» fJ7T+ , fj —» 1T+lt~1T° . 

The analysis proceeds in two steps. First, a set of selections are applied to have correct 
topology and kinematics for the candidate combinations. The photons pairs for the v" are 
selected by a 1C fit (7T° mass constraint, x2 < »)• The charged tracks must have TOF 
information consistent with a pion hypothesis to be used. To reduce the number of entries in 
the global kinematic fit, the ir+ir~ir0 mass must be less than 800 MeV/c 2 , and the jr+jr'"jr' ,»r± 

system must have a mass greater than 1.6 GeV/c 2 , and a recoil mass within 80 MeV/c 2 of 
the D\ mass. For all combinations passing the above cuts, a 1C fit is performed where the 
recoil mass to 7r +jr _777r ± is constraint to the D\ mass, with a cut on the probability of the 
fit at 1%. To reject fake showers and some backgrounds resulting from D' decays, the fit 
photon energy must be larger than 120 MeV. To reject further the background, we require 
that the mass of the 17 candidates (jr+jr~77 after the recoil mass constraint fit) shift from 
the jr+jr~7r° mass by lesB than 40 MeV/c 2 . This rejects fake w" due to the 1C fit pulling the 
photon momenta away from the values obtained in the direct ir° fit. 

The scatter plot of M(?r +7r -77) versus M(ir +7r _775r ±) is shown in figure 1. There is an 
excess of events near the intersection of the rj and D, regions. The x + 7 r _ 7 i mass is shown 
in figure 2(a), for events where M(ir+»r~777r±) is in the D, region (1.94-2.00 GeV/c 2). In 
this figure, a peak is obseived at the rj mass, with mass and resolution consistent with 
Monte Carlo [distribution shown in figure 2(b)]. As can be seen in figure 1, no evidence 
for t) production is observed outside the D, region. Selecting events in the rj region ( i 40 
MeV/c 2) for M(ir + 7r _ 77), figure 3 shows the (ir + jr - 77»r ± ) spectrum. On this figure, the 
curve corresponds to a fit of a Gaussian signal (with resolution a = 25 MeV/c 2 , from Monte 
Carlo) and a background shape from a D* Monti Carlo. The fitted D, mass is 1974. ± 7 
MeV/c 2 (statistical errors only). The fitted signal corresponds to 13.7 ± 3.5 events, and 
statistical significance of 5 cfi This corresponds to: 

ff(«+e~ - • D+D',- + e.e.) x B{D+ -+ nn+) = 74 ± 19 ± 25 pb . 
The systematic error (± 25 pb) comes from Monte Carlo statistical error, selection effi

ciency, choice of background shape, and the integrated luminosity: 
D+ - • tiir+, v -* 77 • 

In a first step, photons involved in a possible 7r° are tagged and not used for the J\ candi
dates. For this, a ir° is defined as a pair 77 with a raw mass within ± 40 MeV/c 2 of the 
n° mass. Now, using the remaining photons, the t? candidates are selected by a 1C fit (q 
mass constraint, x 2 <*>}> while the raw 77 mass is required to be greater than 400 MeV/c 2 . 
t)ir candidates with mass greater than 1.6 GeV/c 2 , and recoil mass within 200 MeV/c 2 of 
the D\ mass, are selected. A 1C fit is performed, where the recoil to 77 v is required to 
have the D*t mass. Then a 2C fit is performed where both the recoil mass and 13 mass 
are constrained. Figure 4 shows the 77 mass (1C fit D't constraint), for the data after the 
2C fit [figure 4(a)], and for the Monte Carlo after the 2C fit [figure 4(b)]. A selection of the 
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot of Af(jr+jr~Y7» ,±) ver
sus M(Tr+n~ii) for the results of the 1C 
D* fit. The lines indicate the D« and tj 
regions described in the text. 
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Fig. 3. The 7r+7r-'77»r± mass after se
lecting 17 region for ir+fl-'fy mass for the 
data. 

n region (± 20 MeV/c 2) on this distri
bution is very useful to reject 
background. (Rejected events correspond 
to the dashed area.} The final selection is 
to take only symmetric decays of the tf —* 
Tl (ICOS^T,,)! < 0.5), and symmetric de
cays of the Df -» if»r+ (|cos(f9,,)| < 0.5), 
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Fig. 2. The ir+n~n mass after cut on 
7r+ir n f f ± mass, for data (a) and Monte 
Carlo (b). The curves are the results of 
fits: m(»j) = 554 ± 2 MeV and a[n) = 
14 ± 2 MeV for the Monte Carlo, and 
m[rj) = 557 ± 4 MeV and a(jj) = 11 ± 3 
MeV for the data. 

where fl7, is the angle between one pho
ton and the if, in the q rest frame, and 0n„ 
is the angle of the fj and the ijir system, 
in the IJJT rest frame. After all the cuts, 
the r/7r mass spectrum is shown in fig
ure 5. Figure 6 shows our first estimate of 
the background shape, namely the "n side 
bands" in the recoil mass constraint fit. 
Figure 7 shows JJJT mass spectrum after 
the "n side bands" subtraction. A clear 
peak is observed, corresponding to a mass 
of 1970 ± 5 MeV/c 2 , a mass resolution of 
20 MeV (to be compared with 21 MeV/c* 
predicted using the Monte Carlo), and 
18.0 ± 4.5 events. In fact, sin-e the q mass 
is used as a constraint in the 2C fit, the 
"side band" procedure is not fully correct 
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Fig. 4. 11 mass from the 1C D* fit, after 
the 2C fit (D*t and f) constraint), for the 
data (a) and the Monte Carlo (b). 
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Fig. 5. The fjJr* mass from the 2C fit, 
after all the cuts described in the text. 
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Fig. 6. The tfjr* ma/is from the 2C fijt, 
after all the cuts, but for the ur) side band" 
in the 1G D\ fit. The curve is the result 
of the fit of a polynomial background. 
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Fig. 7. The r^* mass (2C fit), after sub
tracting the background curve obtained 
on the "17 side band." 

in this case. To have a more accu
rate estimate of the background, we have 
made a "mixing" sample combining ti can
didates with charged pions from differ
ent events. The analysis is then per
formed as on the real data sample. Fig
ure 8 shows the nir mass spectrum for the 
"mixing" sample, where the curve repre
sents the result of the fit of a polyno
mial function. Figure 9 shows the t}ir 
mass spectrum for the real data, where 
the curve is the result of a fit using the 
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Fig. 8. The TJW± mass (2C fit) for ths Fig. 9. Same mass spectrum as Fig. 5. 
"mixing" sample described in the text. The solid curve is the result of a fit using 
The curve is the result of the fit of a poly- for the background the shape of the "mix-
nomial function. ing" sample, and a Breit-Wigner for the 

signal. The dashed line corresponds to the 
predicted D contribution (see text). 

background shape from the "mixing1' sample and a Gaussian signal. The fitted mass is 1982. 
± 7 MeV/c s , and the mass resolution is 21 ± 4.5 MeV/c 2 . The fitted number of signal events 
is 18.5 ± 4.6, with 5.5 a statistical significance.2! This corresponds to: 

ff(e+e~ - , D+D*,- + c.c.) x B(D+ - • ij?r+) = 80 ± 20 ± 25 pb . 
The systematic error is obtained similarly to that in the 3-pion channel. 

Many checks have been performed. First, no signal is observed if we change the rj mass 
in the fit, or if we change the recoil constraint mass. Generating of the order of 5 times the 
number of DD + X events present in our real data, we have found that e + e~ —* iyW is 
the dominant background coming from D production. No fake peak is observed with this 
Monte Carlo D sample. The background shape fitted on this sample is consistent with what 
is found with the "mixing'' sample. Moreover, using this Monte Carlo, and the value of 
the production cross section,3) we predict the D contribution to the background as shown 
by the dashed line in figure 9. The events in the signal region have been visually scanned, 
and reasonable behavior is observed for each event. In conclusion, Z>+ decays to t)ir+ are 
observed in both channels 17 —* ir+jr -jr1' and t] —» 77. The measured cross section times 
branching fraction is consistent for the two different channels. The branching ratio relative 
to <t>n decay is found to be: 

B(D+ - • I J * + ) = (2-6 ± 0.6 ±0.8) x B[D+ -> 4>n+) . 
Various models predict 1.1*1 and l.'l for this ratio. It is interesting to note that B{D? -t rjir+) 
B(£>2" —* Jf°.K"+) is found to be in reasonable agreement with the expectations of these two 
models. 
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